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Across

1. In my culture older people are 

considered wise, teacher alwasy lecture, 

children never contradict their parents and 

their are certain fomal communication 

rules that need to be followed therefore 

my is culture is a

3. My culture believes in the "we" 

identity, always interacting with both close 

family memebers and extended family and 

in my work place we must work as a team 

to ensure that the custoemr has the best 

experience therefore, my culture is ______ 

culture

6. My religion regards the Bible, Gods 

Ten commandments and the Holy trinity as 

the most imporant factors to us because 

they are considered our basic

8. Being a Hispanic would be part of my 

Identity

11. perspective and biased mindset

13. The fact that I am a student, currently 

prusing my nursing degree, and work as a 

waitress this would be part of my ____ 

Identity

15. I Identify myself as an 18 yearold 

Mexican American who is a female and 

catholic this is referring to my ____ 

Identity

Down

2. If I prefer to control my destiny, 

emphasize free will and that people should 

be held responsible for their 

accomplishments and failures then what 

kind of control do I fall in?

4. Hispanic

5. My family emphasizes personal 

achievements, academic performance and 

believes in the saying "Ilive in order to work 

therefore, I have a _____ culture

7. Pursueing peace, forgiving one 

another, respecting people's dignity and 

respecting Gods creation are very imporant 

duties to me because they are religions 

most important

9. Characteristics such as being friendly, 

caring, nurturing and having hobbies such 

as hiking, conversing with friends, soending 

time with my family would be part of my 

____ Identity

10. My family and I are catholic, this is 

considered as my _____ Identity

12. I identify myself as a daughter, a 

friend, an older sister and a listener what 

type of identity am I referring myself to?

14. Proper greetings such as shaking hands 

or kisses on the cheeck along with positive 

social and professional relationships and 

having indirect speech are common rules in 

Mexican culture also known as


